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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies the existence, over algebraically closed fields, of a matrix [A, 
A,], where A, is square, with prescribed block similarity class and a prescribed 
submatrix that does not contain principal entries of A,. 0 Eke&r Science Inc., 
1996 
INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field. We consider the following: 
PROBLEM 1. Under what conditions does there exist a matrix [A, A,], 
where A, E Fmx”, A, E Fmxn, with prescribed block similarity class and a 
prescribed submatrix that does not contain principal entries of A,? 
For a definition of block similarity, see [5], for example. Particular cases of 
this problem are already solved. The case n = 0 is completely solved [6, 9, 
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IS]. Note that, in this case, block similarity coincides with similarity. Problem 
I is also solved for prescribed block similarity classes such that (A,, A,) is a 
completely controllable pair 141. For other results concerned with the exis- 
tence of matrices with prescribed block similarity classes and a prescribed 
submatrix, see, for example, [l-3, 6-8, 10-121. 
Using permutation block similarity, we may assume, as was done in [4], 
that the prescribed submatrix corresponds to rows I,. . . , p and columns 
m - q + 1, . . . , m, . . . , m + t, where p, 9, and t are nonnegative integers 
such that p + 9 < m and t < n. 
In [4], q-equiuabnce was defined and the following two lemmas were 
stated. They are easy to prove. Lemma 1 shows that, in order to solve our 
problem, we can replace the prescribed submatrix with any q-equivalent 
matrix. 
DEFINITION. Two matrices C = [C, C,], C’ = [C; Ci] E FPX(9+t), 
where C,, Ci E Fpx9, are said to be q-equivalent if there exist nonsingular 
matrices P E Fpxp and 
Q = [ zi;t l.,] E F(9+t)x(9+t), where Qi,i E FqX9, 
such that C’ = PCQ. 
LEMMA 1. Let B, E FmXm, B, E FnXn, C = [C, $1, C’ = [C; C;] 
E Fpx(9+t), where C,, C; E FPX9. Zf C and C’ are q-equivalent, then the 
following condition (a) is equivalent to the condition that results from it on 
replacing C, with Cl and C, with CL: 
(a) There exist matrices 
where A,, 1 E FP~P, A, 3 E Fqx9, A, 4 E Fqxt, such that [A, A,1 is block 
’ similar to [ B, l&l. 
LEMMA 2. Two matrices C = [C, C,], C’ = [C; C;] E Ff’X(9+t), where 
C,,C; E Fpx9, are q-equivalent zfand only if rank C = rank C’ and rank C, 
= rank CL. 
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RESULTS 
From now on, we assume that F is algebraically closed. Let m, n, p, q, t 
be nonnegative integers such that m >, p + q, n > t. Let C, E F p “I, C, E 
Fpxt, 
p = rank[ Cr CZ], p2 = rank C,, PI =P-Pz. 
Let B, E Fmxm, B, E Fmx”. Let p, I *-. 1 p,,, be the invariant factors of 
[Xl, -B, -Z&l. (1) 
The symbol I means “divides.” We assume that PO = 1. 
The following theorem solves Problem 1 when m = p + q and n = 0. 
Note that, in this case, pr = p = rank C, and PI,. . . , & are the invariant 
factors of xl, - B,. 
THEOREM 1 [6,9, 131. There exist A,, 1, A, , , A, s such that ,I 
(2) [ :::: 
is similar to B, if and only if BP = 1. 
Theorem 1 is not valid in general fields, as one can see in 19, 131. 
Consequently, the following Theorems 2, 3 and 4 are not valid in general 
fields either. 
Given a manic polynomial f(x) = xk - u~_~x~-’ - 1.. -u,x - o,, E 
F[ x I, we denote by C(f) the companion matrix 
C(f) = [&’ @) . . . eh”’ a]t E Fkxk, 
where a = [as a, ... ak_ rlf, and eik) 1s the ith column of the identity 
matrix Zk. For notational convenience, we assume that matrices with 0 rows 
or 0 columns exist, and, in particular, C(1) is a 0 by 0 matrix. 
Let fi 1 *-a If,. be the nonconstant invariant factors of (1). We have 
f, = p,,_r+i, i E 11,. . ., r}, pj = 1, j E 11,. . . , n - r}. 
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It can be proved that [B, B, ] is block similar to a unique matrix of the 
form 
B’= pr q, (3) 
where 
CY > 0, and ui > *se > v, are positive integers. The n nonnegative integers 
where v,+i = **a = v, = 0, are called the controllability 
%&c$ Z+‘ZGoZZcer indices of the pair (B,, B,). See [5] or [ll], for example. 
For notational convenience, we assume that vr = + 00 > m whenever i < 0, 
and that ui = 0 whenever i > n. Note that 
01 + -*a +v, + d = m, (4) 
where d is the degree of fi . . . fr . 
The next theorem solves Problem 1 when m = p + q and t = 0, and 
generalizes Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. There exist A,,, E FPXP, A,,,, A,,,, A,,,, A,,, such that 
A 1.1 Cr A,,, A A,,3 A3.5 1 E Fmx(m+n) 3.1 (5) 
is block similar to [B, B,] if and only if &, = 1. 
Proof. Necessa y condition. The matrix C,, considered as a matrix over 
F[ x], has p invariant factors yr, . . . , y,, all of them equal to 1. According to 
the interlacing inequalities for invariant factors [8, lo], we have &, I 7, = 1. 
Therefore, /3, = 1. 
Sufficient condition. By induction on p. Firstly suppose that cr = 0. Then 
B, = 0 and pr,. . . , & are the invariant factors of xl,,, - B,. According to 
Theorem 1, B, is similar to a matrix A, of the form (2). Then [A, 
0] E F mx(m+n) is block similar to [B, B,] and has the prescribed form. 
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D, 0' (6) 
where 
D, = C(x”‘-’ ) a3 C( x”“) a3 0.. a3 C( xc=> aa C(fi) a3 ... 
@C(_j-) E F(m-w(m--l), 
D, = eLy;iJ_l e~~J$+03_1 ... eiy;.‘!. +o,_l 0] E F(m-‘)x(n-‘), 
[ 
and e(.mI:) = 0 if u 1 = 1. 
If ‘i = 1, then B(‘) 1s block similar to 
Bc3) = Bc2)[w 
where Oj, j denotes the zero matrix of size i X j. The matrix B@) has the 
prescribed form. 
Finally suppose that p >, 2. According to the induction assumption, 
[Dl D2 , ei*:,‘)] is block similar to a matrix of the form 
E F(,,-l)x(ffl+n-1) 
p’ = max (0, p - l}. Let U E F(” -l)x(‘nP l), 
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where R, E F(n-l)x(m-l), b e nonsingular matrices such that 
l”l Mz] = u-'[u, D, e:yI;']Q. 






* (m-l) t j(e, > * l = 
u-leim:;) M 
1 U-ID, 0 ’ 1 1 
where 
L =j(qyt + R,U-‘e;;Y/)R, + R,U-‘D,U + R,U-‘D,R,, 
j = 1 if p > 0, j = 0 if p = 0. The submatrix of Bc3) lying in rows 1, . . . , p 
and columns p + 1,. . . , m has rank equal to p, and, therefore, the conclu- 
sion of the proof results from Lemmas 1 and 2. n 
The next step is to solve Problem 1 when the prescribed submatrix is 
maximal, that is, when m = p + 4 and n = t. 
LEMMA 3 [4]. Suppose that m = p + q, n = t and that there exist 
matrices A,, 1, A,, 1, A,,,, A, 5 such that 
[ 
A 1,l Cl c2 
A 3.1 . A3 3 A,,, I 
E yX(m+n) (7) 
is block similar to [B, B,]. Then [B, B,] is block similar to a matrix of the 
f OTm 
I D  0 2,l 3.1 D2,2 ,, 0 D,, C2 0’ 3 D;, C2 0 ’ 4 I&O 0  0  L-p, 0  I ’ (8) 
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where D,,, E F(P-PdXPz, D,,, E F(P-PdX(P--Pd, C, 3 E j7(P-PdX(Va+Pz), 
c2,4 = E F(P-P&X(-Pd, (9) 
and 
rank[ CZ, R C&4] = PI. (10) 
The proof is in [4]. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that m = p + 9, n = t. Then there exist 
A 1. 1, A,,,, A,,,, A,,, such that (7) is block similar to [B, B,] if and only if 
P2 6 ff, (11) 
P 1, = a+Pl (12) 
01 + -.. +vp + d > p + p,, (13) 
Vu- Y+PI-Pz a 2, (14 
where d is the degree offi v.0 fi_. 
The particular case of Theorem 3 where ( B,, B,) is a completely control- 
lable pair was proved in [4]. When we only consider this case, the proof given 
here is valid in any field; moreover, it is shorter than the proof given in [4]. 
Proof. Necessary condition. The condition (11) is trivial, as 
c2 
[ 1 A 3.5 (15) 
has rank equal to LX and rank C, = p2. Choose Q - p2 indices j,, . . . , ja_pp 
E Ip + I,..., m} such that the submatrix of (15) lying in rows 
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1 , . . . . p,jl,...,jawp, has rank (Y. Let E be the submatrix of 
[ 
rIP - Ai.1 -C, -G 
-4.1 XI, - Aa,, -4.s] 
lying in rows 1, . . . , p, j,, . . . , j,_ p2 and columns p + 1, . . . , m, . . . , m + n. 
The matrix E has (Y + pi invariant factors Yi, . . . , y,+,,, all of them equal to 
1. According to the interlacing inequalities for invariant factors, we have 
P u+p, 1 Ya+,, = 1. Therefore p,,,, = 1. 
We prove (13) by induction on m. The case m < 2 is trivial. If p 2 o, 
then ui + 0.. +vP + d = m 2 p + pl. Now suppose that cr > p. By Lemma 
3, [B, B,] is block similar to a matrix of the form (8). The pair 




-C,, -C,, -D,, 
XI-D,, -D,, -D,, 
has nonconstant invariant factors fi, . . . , f,.. Let 
PL = rank[C2,4 ~2.11, 
p’ = rank[ C,,, C,,, % 1 ] 1 
p; = p’ - p;. 
We have 
p;=7+u+v, p’=p1 fv, p; =pl -r-u, 
where r = rank C,, 4, u and v are integers such that 
O<v<min{p-p,p,}, 
0 < u 6 min{ p1 - 7.& -fJ). 
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Note that P’ < P < cr. By the induction assumption, 
367 
Vl + 
*** +wpr - P’+d>p-~2+~;. 
Therefore 
01 + 
... +v, - p + d > p - ~2 + P’, 
and 
01 + a-. +vp + d > p + pl + p; > p + ~1. 
Finally, let us prove (14). This part of the proof is adapted from [4]. Let [A, 
A,], where A, is square, be a matrix of the form (8) block similar to [B, B,]. 
From (9) and (lo), we deduce that r > CY - 4 + p1 - p2. Using the defini- 
tion of controllability indices, it is not hard to deduce that (A,, A,) has at 
least 7 controllability indices greater than 1. Therefore (14) is satisfied. 
Sujkient condition. Let 
0 = max{i : vi >j}, j E {l,...,m}. 
We have cx(‘) = o and a(j) = 0 whenever v 1 < j. Let 
r=min{p,,o-P2,o (2) 1. 
Let us state some inequalities: 
(‘1 1 q>ff-p2. 
Proof of (i). F rom the definition of pl, it results that q >, p,. Thus, if 
p > a, we have q > p1 > a - p2. 
If p < a, we have m = (v, + ... +op + d) + (uP+, + ... +u,> 2 (p + 
pl) + (a - p), and, therefore, (i) is satisfied. n 
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(ii) pz + 7Q (Y. 
iii 7 < a@). 
[iv: m1 pz - 27 - v,+pp+l - *** -0, a 0. 
Pr00f of (iv). m = (vl + .** +v,> + (v,+l + *** +vT+P,) + (v,+p,+l 
+ . . . +?I,) + d 2 27 + pz + b,+P2+l + *** +v,). n 
(VI p1 - ?- 2 0. 
(vi) p1-7<p-7-p2. 
proof of (vi). We have p1 + pz 6 p, because p1 f ~2 = rank[C, C,] 
and [C, C,] has p rows. W 
(vii) 7 + pz Q p. 
PT-oofof (vii). It results from (v) and (vi). W 
(viii) p1 - 7 < 9 - T - z),+P2+1 - .” -0,. 
Proofof(viii). If 7 = pl, we have p1 -k v,+~,+~ •k .** +Va = p1 + m - 
v1 - **a -VP -d<P1 +m-p-pp,=q. 
If 7 = a - ~2, then (viii) is equivalent to p1 & 9, which is true. 
Finally, suppose that 7 = a(‘). According to (Id), a(‘) > (Y - 9 + ~1 - 
pzS Then p1 + ~,+~~+l + **. +V, = p1 + (Y - 7 - & < & + Ly - (a - 9 
+ Pl - P2) - P2 = 9, a 
(ix) 7+ OT+Pp+l + *** +v, Q 9. 
Proof of (ix). It results from (v) and (viii). a 
Let 7’ = min{T, cuc3)}, 7” = min{T + p2, ac2)}, 
El = C(x”1-2) @ . . . @ C(x”,d) @ C(x”~+’ -1) @ . . . 
crq~“~~‘-~) CB c(fl) CB -.- CB C(f,) E F"""', 
,w 
ol+ .” +o,r-27-_(Tv-T) 0 
I 
E F”“P2, 
where m’ = m - pz - 27 - V7+P2+1 - *” -00. 
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The pair (E,, [E, E,]) has controllability indices z)i - 2,. . . , o, - 2, 
V 7+1 - 1, . . . , q+ pz - 1 (these numbers may be not ordered in nonincreasing 
order), and [XI; - E, -E, -Es] has invariant factors yi, . . . , y,,,!, where 
Yi = P. 1+7F--m’, i E {l, . . . , m’}. 
Let us see that r,, _ 7 = 1. If r = pi, then r,,_, = y,, = 1. Now suppose 
that r = (Y - pz or r = (Y @). In both cases, we have p, - 7 + m - m’ = p 
+ 7 + %+p2+1 + **a +u, = a + pl. Therefore r,,_, = &,_.+,_,,,# = /?a+p, 
= 1. 
According to Theorem 2, [E, E, Es] is block similar to a matrix of the 
form 
;; El,5 , 
3,3 3,5 I 
where 
C; E F(P-T~P~)X(~~'~P+~+PZ) , rank C; = pl - 7. 
Let U Efm’xm’, 
Q=[i G] E F(m’+~+P,)x(~‘+~+f,) 
be nonsingular matrices such that 
[Ml Ma] = W[Ei E, -&IQ. 
The matrix 
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where By E Fmxm, 
h= %+pz+l + *.- +va, is permutation block similar to (3). Therefore 
[B, B,] is block similar to 
([; ;]pBz)p; q([; ;] .z). (16) 
It is not hard to see, using Lemma 2, that the submatrix of (16) lying in rows 
1 ,***t p and columns p + 1, . . . , m + n is q-equivalent to [C, C,]. Accord- 
ing to Lemma 1, the proof is complete. W 
THEOREM 4. Condition (a) of Lemma 1 is satisfied $and only if 
P‘J G ffY, (17) 
01 + *-* +%,+c7 2 +d >p + ul, (18) 
Pl + P2 G (+l + a,, (19) 
where 
u2 = min{ cr, n - t + p2, p}, (20) 
u1 = min{m - p - 9 + pl, p - a,, m - p - a + u2 + ac2), m-r-ff L 
(21) 
Cr(2)=max(i:vi>2}. (22) 
The particular case of Theorem 4 where (B,, B,) is a completely control- 
lable pair was proved in [4]. 
Proof. This proof is adapted from the proof of Theorem 2 of [4]. 
Necessa y condition. Let 
r2 = rank [ C2 ~i,s] , (23) 
ri = rank [ A,,2 Cl C2 A,,,] - TV. (24 
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The following inequalities are trivial: 
pz Q 7s Q min( n - t + PP, PI1 
71 6 min{ m - p - 9 + PI, p - T2). 
According to Theorem 3, we have 
*a- m+p+7,--r* > 2. 
From (25) and (27), we get (17). 
The condition (30) is equivalent to 
c~ - m + p + 71 - 72 < a(‘), 
which is equivalent to 









From (20), (251, and (27k we get 
If (TV = m - p - 9 + pl, then from (26) we get To < crl. If crl = m - p 
- a + CT, + a(‘), then from (31) and (32) we also get r1 < crl. If (+1 = m - 
r - a, then, as (28) is equivalent to a + r1 < m - r, we have TV < rrl. If 
u1 = p - u2, then from (26) we get r1 + r2 < p = c1 + u2. We have 
always 
As pi + p2 < r1 + r2, we conclude that (19) is satisfied. 
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01 + *** +v,,+, *+d=m>p+m-p-9++p,ap++a,. 
Now suppose that ui + a, < (Y. Bearing in mind (33) we have 
Then from (29) and (32) we conclude that (18) is satisfied. 
Su.cient condition. Let r1 = u1 and r2 = a,. We prove that 
0 6 71. (34) 
If ui + us >, (Y, we have m - p > m - p - 9 + p1 > u1 2 LY - u2. If u1 
+ a2 < a, we have m = (vl + **. +v,~+,, + d) + (u,~+,~+~ + *** +v,> > 
p+u,+o-ui-u2=p+cr-u2.Tn2anycase, m-p-a+u,>O. 
From (4, it results that m - r - a > 0. It is clear that m - p - 9 + p1 z 0 
and p - CT, > 0. From the definition of ui, we have ri = ui > 0. 
Define l i, l 2 and es as follows: 
E2 = min{r, - pz, r1 + r2 - PI, 
ei = 7-a - p2 - l 2 > 
E3 =T1+T2-p-E2. 
Using (17)-(22) and (34) it is not hard to show that 
El G Pl> e1 + l 2 Q n - t, 
p + E2 + E3 <p, E3<m-p-9. 
Now let hi,. . . , hPP be a basis of the subspace of FPX1 generated by the 
columns of C,, let h,, . . . , h h, be a basis of the subspace of FPX ’ 
generated by the columns of l%,’ *Chl, and let hi, . . . , h, be a basis of FPX ‘. 
Let 
A 1,5 = 1 
h pz+l -** h I%+~, h p+l *** h P+‘Z 0 I 
E FPx+t), 
A 1.2 = [ 
h p+e,+l *** h P+Ez+E3 0 1 E FPx(“-P-q) 
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Clearly, (23) and (24) are satisfied. From (201, we get (27). From (21), we get 
71 + (Y < m - r, which is equivalent to (28). From (18), we have (29). 
Finally, from (21), we have (31), which is equivalent to (30). According to 
Theorem 3, condition (a) of Lemma 1 is satisfied. n 
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